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so on. Side by side with this worship the old Graeco-Roman
religion lives on: those gods and goddesses who bring pros-
perity and the chance of peaceful development, such as
Fortune and Mercury, are chief favourites with the people of
Italy. The symbolical figures of new deities which incarnate
abstract ideas are constantly addressed. Many of these are
closely related to man's daily life, especially in Rome and the
other great cities of the empire—e. g. Abundantia, who promises
the believer a plenteous harvest; Annona, who secures an abun-
dant supply of corn to the capital and other cities; Justitia;
and Salus, who brings health to the family and the state.
A similar resurrection of the old faith is perceptible in
Greece and the other provinces. The great deities of Athens,
Delphi, and Olympia are living still; and even many old and for-
gotten cults of local gods and heroes awake from a sleep of
ages. In this connexion it is instructive to read the description
of the monuments in Greece which was written by Pausanias
in the reign of Hadrian. We notice the same process in other
provinces also. Old local and national cults were revived and
attracted great numbers of worshippers. It is true that the
local rites resemble those of the Graeco-Italian religion, and that
the local deities assume in statues and reliefs the features of
the Olympians.
Though some of the Greek and Roman gods were actually
worshipped in the provinces, that goes for little: the really
important fact is this, that the provincials did homage to i
their own local deities. The Celts had their great gods of ;
nature and the state, and their beneficent fairies (moires), '
and their nymphs of the streams and woods ; the Thracians
had their god of forests, gardens, and vineyards, a hunter
and warrior, to whom they gave the indistinctive Greek name
of ' hero * ; the Illyrians had their god of the hills, and
borrowed for him from Greece the name and semblance of
Pan; the Africans had their ancient Berber and Semitic
deities—Baal, Tanit, and others—but called them by such
names as Saturn, Juno, Caelestis (the Heavenly One); the
Anatolians worshipped their Great Mother and her divine
consort under an endless variety of shapes, and also a' supreme
god' of the sky and of the thunder ; and the Syrians acknow-
ledged many local varieties of the sun-god. Egypt strictly
maintained her ancient religion, though the foreign element
of the population forced into prominence Sarapis, the Graeco-
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